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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which URL indicates the intention for one JTWI device to
communicate with another JTWI device?
A. cbs://+18005551234:1234
B. sms://+18005551234
C. sms://+18005551234:1234

D. cbs://+18005551234
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
When is a dependent association used by a developer?
A. When the association is only assignable by workflow mapping.
B. When the dependent record is to be deleted if the parent
record is deleted or the association is broken.
C. When the choice of associations available to a user is
dependent on a previous selected association.
D. When the association is only valid when used with the
module's base business object.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the output.
A technician implements a new N-Series switch and connects it
to another N-Series switch with OSPF already configured. The
OSPF neighbor does not show up after 5 minutes of waiting.
What is causing the issue?
A. A different configured routing protocol is preventing the
neighbor relationship.
B. A Layer 2 VPN service is running on the other switch.
C. A virtual link for RIP has been configured on the other
switch.
D. A hello interval mismatch is occurring.
Answer: D
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